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Abstract: A promising method for spreading encrypted data on the public cloud is PRE (proxy re-encryption). Alice creates a re-

encryption key and sends it to the cloud server (proxy) when she wishes to share her encrypted material with data consumer Bob. The 

proxy may then convert Alice's cypher exits into Bob's without knowing anything about the underlying plain texts. The core nature of 

PRE makes it inevitable that the proxy and Bob will be able to collect and spread Alice's decryption skills, even though existing PRE 

methods can stop the proxy from obtaining Alice's secret key through collusion attacks with Bob. Even worse, there is little possibility 

of being discovered because the malicious proxy might claim that the decryption skills have not been made public. In order to solve 

this problem, we suggest the idea of Accountable Proxy Re-Encryption (APRE), where a judge algorithm can decide whether or not a 

proxy is guilty of misusing the re-encryption key for divulging Alice's decryption capability. Then, under the DBDH assumption, we 

present a non-interactive APRE scheme and illustrate its CPA security and accountability. Finally, we show how to protect it using 

CCA. 

Index Terms: - PRE (proxy re-encryption), Accountable Proxy Re-Encryption (APRE). 

 

I Introduction 

Consumer-oriented systems like Amazon S3, I Cloud, Drop 

Box, Microsoft SkyDrive, and Google Drive now depend 

heavily on cloud storage and data sharing. In addition, a 

growing number of personal record management programs use 

cloud storage and collaboration tools. For instance, personal 

health record (PHR) services are provided by or outsourced to 

third-party cloud service providers like Microsoft Health Vault, 

Patients-Like Me, and ELGA, which improves the efficiency of 

medical data storage and sharing and facilitates data 

synchronization between institutions. Cloud computing creates 

a number of data security issues, including privacy and 

integrity, which have long been top consumer concerns, despite 

its simplicity and popularity. Before sending user data to the 

cloud, it is usual practise to encrypt the data. The problem 

arises when users cannot exchange data in this circumstance. It 

goes without saying that the data owner can download the 

encrypted text and decode it using his own secret key, which 

would greatly increase the costs of processing and 

transmission. Additionally, this is encrypted before being sent 

to different receivers. However, it is unworkable because that 

activity method has the downside of necessitating constant 

online availability from the data owner. In 1998, Blaze et al. 

proposed proxy re encryption (PRE) as a solution to the 

problem of data sharing. In a PRE system, a proxy can change a 

cypher text intended for Alice (the delegator) into another 

cypher text that Bob can decrypt by being given certain 

information (the encryption key) (delegate). Compared to cloud 

data sharing, PRE offers a number of more useful applications, 

including email forwarding, distributed file systems, digital 

rights management, and publish-subscribe systems is a prime 

illustration of a typical PRE application for cloud data transfer. 

Data aggregator and provider Alice can choose to store 

encrypted data on a cloud server and then 3 distribute it to her 

paying customers. Keep in mind that Alice is the owner of the 

data and does not want anyone, not even the cloud server, to 

access it without her consent. Alice, Bob, and proxy all send 

each other their certificates and public keys for authentication 

during the setup process. During the data sharing phase, Alice 

encrypts data and stores the cypher texts on the cloud server. 

When Alice wishes to share her encrypted data with data 

consumer Bob, she creates a re-encryption key and uploads it to 

the cloud server. Bob requests the activation of the cloud server. 

The traditional security notion of PRE prevents the proxy from 

learning anything about the encrypted messages. However, 

only realising the application need mentioned in the example 

above is insufficient. Because of PRE's built-in capabilities, the 

cloud server and Bob can access Alice's decryption capacity and 

preserve it on any kind of carrier, like a decryption application 

or a decryption device1. As a result, Alice can experience 

considerable financial losses if her decryption capability is 

marketed both online and offline. This issue is additionally 

known as the abuse of re-encryption keys problem. If a 

decrypted communication were a fish, then a decryption device 

might be used to catch fish; however, sharing a decryption 

equipment illegally would be much worse than doing so with a 
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single message. Even worse, there is minimal chance that the 

malicious server will be found out in court. In particular, the 

decryption gadget cannot be used to establish Alice's guilt 

because she lacks the decoding skills necessary. 

To solve the problem of re-encryption key misuse, Ateniese 

presented the idea of non-transferability in 2005. Bob is 

required to reveal his own decryption competence when he 

conspires with a proxy to transfer Alice's decryption right in 

exchange for a fee. Guo. presented a generic architecture 

employing key-unforgetable authentication and ability 

obfuscation as important tools to construct. Non-transferability 

is a workable solution to the issue of re-encryption key misuse 

and serves as a proactive deterrent to malicious users. In the 

aforementioned cloud data sharing scenario, it is insufficient. 

Bob's hidden key is usually less useful than the data provider's 

as a data consumer. Consequently, Bob might be  eager to take 

part in coordinated attacks, produce, and market decryption  

Bob might be a phoney user "born" for collusion attacks, or 

conversely, he might be a gadget).The proxy is unaffected in 

the interim. A decryption capability's carrier is referred to 

as used as a decryption tool throughout this investigation. 

2. Literature survey 

We now make an effort to survey the literature and PRE 

scheme constructions from 1998 to 2015 in terms of 

effectiveness, security, and characteristics. We also go over a 

number of exemplary PRE schemes in detail and look at the 

design principles that underlie them. 

Simple PRE schemes The concept of proxy re-encryption, also 

known as atomic proxy encryption, was initially put forth by 

Blaze et al. in 1998. They developed a multi-purpose, 

bidirectional PRE scheme based on the El Gamal public key 

encryption. Their strategy, however, is limited to CPA security 

and susceptible to the collusion attack, in which the proxy 

works in concert with the delegate to reveal the delegator's 

secret key. They left the exciting open problem of building a 

unidirectional or single-use PRE scheme. The provision of 

unidirectional proxy reencryption, which was seen as an open 

issue in, was the focus of Jakobsson's efforts a year later. A 

quorum-controlled unidirectional PRE scheme in particular 

was developed, in which the cypher text change can only be 

carried out by a number of proxies, each of whom is in 

possession of a portion of the re-encryption key secret. In other 

words, even if the delegator is the target of collusion attacks, 

the private key will not be disclosed if the number of honest 

proxies exceeds a certain level. In order to achieve 

unidirectional transformation, Ivan and Dodis proposed a 

general structure of unidirectional single-use PRE in 2003, 

dividing the delegator's secret key into two parts and giving to 

the proxy and delegate separately. Even though unidirectional 

transformation is conceivable, Their private key sharing 

method has the following drawbacks. Particularly, it is 

impossible to properly translate the original cypher text under 

the delegator's public key into the cypher text intended for the 

delegate. In other words, the delegate's private key cannot be 

used to decrypt the converted cypher text. To finish the 

decryption process over the modified cypher text, more secrets 

from the delegator must be kept and handled by the delegate. 

Even worse, the encryption text stored under the public key of 

the other member can also be cracked if the proxy and any 

other delegate in the system work together. 

We can safely presume that the development of a unidirectional 

PRE scheme is still ongoing.Based on Blaze et alonly .'s ad hoc 

understanding of PRE, Ateniese et al. formalised the PRE 

scheme concept in 2005 and defined the requisite features. They 

originally developed a number of bilinear pairing-based PRE 

schemes with unidirectional features. Additionally, they 

introduced the first temporary PRE schemes, where the 

delegator can regularly change the delegation connections 

without altering his public key and the re-encryption key is 

only good for a short period of time. 

3 Implementation Study 

PRE is non-transferable. There has been a lot of work done 

to improve the security of cipher texts since Blaze et al. 

initially established the concept of PRE, such as CPA secure 

PREs and CCA safe PREs . Many PRE schemes w ith 

particular security qualities, such as type-based  

(conditional) PREs, forw ard  secure PRE , and PRE for 

revocation and key rotation , have also been proposed. 

Because all of the aforementioned systems presume that the 

proxy is semi-honest, the PRE scheme's re encryption key 

misuse concern is not caught. Ateniese et al. were the first to 

consider this issue and coined the term "non-transferability." 

They left the task of constructing a non-transferable PRE 

scheme unsolved. Afterw ards, There have been a number of 

works aimed at overcoming this issue. Libert and Vergnaud 

suggested  a traceable proxy re encryption technique, in 

which the delegator can identify a malicious proxy w ho 

reveals the re encryption key to a third  party. IBE that is 

responsible. Shamir first proposed identity-based 

encryption (IBE) in 1984, but Boneh-Franklin and Cock d id  

not d iscover it until 2001. It's a w ay to get around  typical 

public key infrastructure's certificate management. Despite 

its benefits, IBE has a key escrow problem: a private key 

generator (PKG) can not only decrypt all cipher texts, but 

also d istribute decryption keys at will without being 

detected . In 2007, Goyal established the concept of 

accountable IBE to minimize trust in the PKG. Following 

this study, a number of articles attempted  to improve the 

security of accountable IBE concepts. 
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3.1 Proposed Methodology 

The proposed system implements which approaches identifies 

and engages major stakeholders in the drug supply chain i.e. 

the FDA, supplier, manufacturer, distributor, pharmacy, and 

patient, whereas is limited to the supplier, manufacturer, and 

wholesaler as the stakeholders. Consequently, the pharmacists 

are represented as an external entity which is not the case in a 

real drug supply chain. First, we provide the APRE scheme's 

formal model. When given black-box access to a decryption 

device, accountability suggests that there is a judge algorithm 

that can tell indisputably who created the device. If an APRE 

scheme meets the following three criteria, it is considered 

secure. I The security of the CPA/CCA. It must meet the basic 

security requirements for PRE schemes. (ii) Protection from 

malicious proxy2. Any delegate, including a malicious proxy, is 

unable to design a decryption device that causes the judge 

algorithm to conclude that the delegator is malicious. (iii) 

Protection against delegators who are malevolent. The 

malicious delegator will be unable to develop a decryption 

device that will cause the judge algorithm to accuse the proxy 

as malicious. The Data Owner Domain is focused on the person 

or entity who owns the data to which access is to be granted. 

The data owner's primary responsibility is to let customers 

access to his information. Note that the data owner can (and 

often does) serve as a data producer, but this does not rule out 

circumstances in which separate entities (e.g., the data owner's 

devices) participate in data production. We presume that the 

data owner communicates with other actors via a user agent, 

which is typically a browser or a specialised application that 

runs on a trusted computer. The data owner is assuming that 

this domain is entirely trustworthy 

Advantages 

1. Accountability to the public. The judge algorithm is open 

source, which means that anyone can use it without needing to 

know any additional information.  

2. Accountability in a black box. The judge algorithm might 

identify the creator of an unauthorized decryption equipment 

simply by analysing the decryption device's input/output 

activity.  

3. Non-instructiveness. Because the process of generating re-

encryption keys is non interactive, communication costs can be 

reduced. 

4. Methodology 

1. Alice 

 In this module, the data ow ner uploads their data with its 

chunks in the cloud server. For the security purpose the data 

owner encrypts the data file’s chunks and then store in the 

cloud. The data owner can change the policy over data files 

by updating the expiration time. The Data owner can have 

capable of manipulating the encrypted  data file. And the 

data owner can set the access privilege to the encrypted  data 

file. Dynamic Operation Upload: is the operation to encrypt 

and upload the file Delete: Is the operation to delete a 

corresponding data owner file in the cloud. Verify: Verifying 

the data whether it is safe or not in the cloud. 

 2. Cloud Server  

The cloud service provider manages a cloud to provide data 

storage service. Data owners encrypt their data files and  

store them in the cloud for sharing with data consumers. To 

access the shared  data files, data consumers download  

encrypted  data files of their interest from the cloud and then 

decrypt them. The end  user request will be processes based  

on the queue. 

 3. Bob 

 The Cloud User who has a large amount of data to be 

stored  in multiple clouds and have the permissions to access 

and manipulate stored  data. The end user sends the request 

for corresponding file request and it will be processed  in the 

cloud based on the queue and response to the end user. 

 

5 Results and Evolution Metrices 

 

Fig1: Application Welcome Home Page 

 

 

Fig2: Cloud Login Page 
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Fig3:Cloud Home Page 

 

  

Fig4:All Cloud Files 

 

 
Fig5: View Of All Re-Encrypted Keys 

 

 

 
Fig5: allice login page 

 
Fig6: Alice Uploads The File 

 

 

Fig7: Trapdoor Key Is Generated And The File Is Encrypted 

 

 

Fig8: Viewing All Files In Chart With Size  

 

 

 

Fig9: Downloading The File Using The Re- Encrypted Key 
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Fig10: Request For Re-Encryption Key Details 

 

 

Fig11:  Grating The Re-Encryption On Key Request Permission 

 

 

Fig12:  Download The File After Re Encryption 

 

 
Fig13:  Attacking The File By Adding Mallicous Contents 

 

 

 

Fig14:  Verify the File 

 

 

Fig14:  Verifies The File Is Attacked Or Not 

 

6 Conclusion 

Because of the nature of PRE schemes, a proxy and any 

delegate can work together to deduce and distribute the 

decryption capacity, which has been a major source of concern 

for users of cloud data sharing services. To tackle this difficulty, 

we established the concept of accountable PRE in this paper. We 

initially formalized the concept of accountable PRE, in which 

the judge algorithm may identify the proxy that is abusing its 

re-encryption key. Then, in the standard model, we proposed 

the first publicly accountable PRE scheme, which is non-

interactive and public accountable, and demonstrated its CPA 

security and accountability under the DBDH assumption. 

When compared to similar schemes in the past, our system 

outperforms them. Proposing an efficient generic 

transformation with accountable attributes of is a worthwhile 

direction. 
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